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A: It seems that the problem occurs because you specify "-e" to your compiler. For that to happen your project is a visual studio project and you are using the precompiled CRT. I don't know if that has to do anything with the memory not being freed but you can try to add "CLIB -c" instead of "-e". I don't know how visual studio manages memory but adding the "CLIB -c" might let it free the memory allocated by Visual
Studio. Q: jQuery trigger an event only if the mouse is over a certain element I have a navbar that scrolls the page with a click. I also have a search form on the page. I'm trying to figure out how to disable the click event on the search button if the mouse is over the navbar. I tried this, but it didn't work: var isOver = false; $("#nav").hover(function () { isOver = true; }, function() { isOver = false; });

$("#search").click(function() { if (isOver === true) { return; } $("html, body").animate({ scrollTop: 0 }, "slow"); }); I think I need to use a different event, but what is the best event for it? A: To bind only an event to the element: $('#nav').on('mouseenter', function() { $("#search").off('click'); }); To enable/disable the event $('#nav').on('mouseenter', function() { if (!isOver) { $("#search").click(); } }); Top congressional
Democrats have a message for their Republican colleagues: Drop Obamacare. "We have the votes in the House to do it, the president's signature has been on it, the administration has said it's going to be done, what we're saying is let's do it," Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md., told reporters Tuesday. House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., echoed Hoyer's comments. "A lot 2d92ce491b
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